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ABSTRACT

The serverless computing model leverages high-level lan-
guages, such as JavaScript and Java, to raise the level of ab-
straction for cloud programming. However, today’s design of
serverless computing platforms based on stateless short-lived
functions leads to missed opportunities for modern runtimes
to optimize serverless functions through techniques such as
JIT compilation and code profiling.

In this paper, we show that modern serverless platforms,
such as AWS Lambda, do not fully leverage language run-
time optimizations. We find that a significant number of
function invocations running on warm containers are exe-
cuted with unoptimized code (warm-starts), leading to orders
of magnitude performance slowdowns.

We explore the idea of exploiting the runtime knowledge
spread throughout potentially thousands of nodes to profile
and optimize code. To that end, we propose Ignite, a server-
less platform that orchestrates runtimes across machines to
run optimized code from the start (hot-start). We present evi-
dence that runtime orchestration has the potential to greatly
reduce cost and latency of serverless workloads by running
optimized code across thousands of serverless functions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Serverless computing is gaining traction as a cloud comput-
ing model that promises radically simpler development and
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Figure 1: Latency per request for a word count (Word-

Count) workload on Java and Javascript runtimes for

cold/warm/hot stages. These runtimes improve perfor-

mance by 55x (Java) and 2.7x (JavaScript) through JIT

compilation and code profiling. Periodic spikes occur

due to garbage collection.

deployment of highly distributed applications such as data
analytics [3, 4, 19, 22, 27, 30, 31, 33], machine learning [14, 15],
code compilation [23], and video processing [8, 20]. In server-
less computing platforms, developers deploy individual units
of application logic, serverless functions, that are triggered
by configurable events.

One of the key goals of serverless computing is to free de-
velopers from manually managing the underlying resources
used by applications. Serverless computing achieves this by
leveraging modern languages runtimes, such as JVM and
Node.js, to execute functions. This provides a higher-level
model for developers, which significantly simplifies time-
consuming tasks related to memory management, code com-
pilation, and dependency management.
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Unfortunately, developers currently face the difficult choice
between the simpler development model of serverless and
the higher raw compute performance of traditional VM-
based platforms. The performance gap between serverless
and server-based platforms arises from the lack of co-design
between modern language runtimes and serverless comput-
ing platforms. Modern runtimes rely on being able to gather
code statistics about executions of the same code over time
to generate optimized code. However, serverless platforms
are tailored for functions that execute sporadically and that
take at most a few seconds to complete. The inability to
effectively utilize runtime optimizations means that server-
less platforms are at a great disadvantage compared to their
VM-based counterparts.

Figure 1 demonstrates the drastic impact of runtime opti-
mizations in the performance of serverless functions. In this
figure we show the latency of a function that computes a
word count workload (WordCount) [16], running on two dif-
ferent runtimes (Correto for Java and Node.js for JavaScript)
in AWS Lambda [1]. To isolate the impact of runtime opti-
mizations from the overheads of scheduling and container
startup, we ran this function multiple times sequentially in-
side a single lambda. We observe that the first request is
the slowest because the runtime has to load and parse the
function code and the function needs to import libraries
(cold-start). In subsequent function invocations, the runtime
can immediately execute the function by interpreting its
bytecode and thus we observe an immediate performance im-
provement after the first couple of invocations (warm-start).
As the function gets executed multiple times, the runtime
generates code profiles that describe what parts of the code
are good candidates for code compilation and optimization.
Runtimes leverage these profiles and make calls to the Just-
In-Time (JIT) compiler to optimize specific functions. We
find that all compilations combined result in a 55x (Java) and
2.7x (JavaScript) latency speedup. After the runtime has gen-
erated the most optimal code, every new invocation of the
function in the same runtime is executed at the maximum
performance (hot-start).
As our results demonstrate, runtime optimizations can

provide significant benefits to serverless functions, provided
these functions are executed repeatedly within the same
runtime. However most serverless functions run for a short
amount of time, making it impossible for runtimes to profile
and optimize the function code. A recent study of functions in
Microsoft Azure [32] found that on average 50% of functions
take at most one second, and 90% take at most 10 seconds.
Thus, even when a function invocation is served by a warm
container, the function may still execute unoptimized code.
To make matters worse, after a function is executed, the
profiling and compilation information is often discarded and
not reused for later executions of the same function. Our
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Figure 2: Code pipeline JavaScript and Java runtimes.

experiments show that these problems lead to up to 72x
lower performance for some workloads (see Section 2).

We propose Ignite, a holistic system where runtimes co-
operate to generate optimized function code and serverless
schedulers can schedule functions depending on the state of
the optimization pipeline of each runtime. Ignite reduces
profiling and compilation overheads by sharing code opti-
mization information across runtimes. Furthermore, once
Ignite has been able to generate optimal code for a specific
function, invocations of that function are always hot and no
profile and compilation overheads are incurred.

2 COLD ANDWARM STARTS IN

SERVERLESS

In modern serverless platforms each function runs on top of
its own independent high-level language runtime (e.g., JVM,
Node.js). Within each runtime the function is optimized,
through different stages of code transformation, from high-
level interpretable code (slow) down to machine code (fast)
(see Figure 2). Initially, when a function is invoked within a
newly created container, the runtime has to load and parse
the code to make it executable by the bytecode interpreter,
and initialize its internal datastructures for code execution.
Similarly, the function has to load its libraries. Thus, the
worst function invocation latency is typically observed at
this time (cold-start). After this phase, function invocations
start executing immediately but execution is not optimal
because the function code has not yet been optimized (warm-
start). For instance, the Java VM Hotspot by default requires
thousands of invocations of a function before it gets compiled
to machine code and other similar threshold parameters
exist for different optimizations. The same happens for the
JavaScript V8 engine. Eventually, the runtime identifies and
compiles hot methods. Subsequent invocations of a function
after this stage are executed with optimized code (hot-start).
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Figure 3: CDF of serverless function invocation laten-

cies for compute-intensive tasks running on top of a

Java and JavaScript runtimes.

Even after a function has been optimized by the runtime, the
runtime continues to gather code profiling statistics which
can lead to new optimizations.

2.1 Performance Benefits of Runtimes

Modern runtimes utilize sophisticated algorithms that can
learn how to best improve the performance of an applica-
tion. For instance, OpenJDKHotSpot JVM, the reference JVM
implementation, uses more than 60 compiler optimizations,
such as escape analysis, method inlining, and method de-
virtualization, to generate high performance code during
run-time[6]. These optimizations are guided by profiling in-
formation that the runtime collects during the execution of
the application.
To understand the ability of modern runtimes to opti-

mize the performance of serverless functions, we evaluated
the execution of a benchmark suite of JavaScript applica-
tions running as functions on top of AWS Lambda, a widely
used commercial serverless platform. For this benchmark
we selected a set of computationally intensive applications:
number hashing (Hash), HTML rendering (HTML), counting
words in a text corpus (WordCount), and image thumbnail
generation (Thumbnail). We developed each task in Java and
JavaScript and created two functions in AWS Lambda, one
for each language. All the functions were configured to run
with 2 GB of memory. We sequentially invoked each function
100 times and measured how long it took to complete each
invocation. Our measurements include only the time spent
inside the user function to minimize variance that arises
from outside components such as the network.
Figure 3 shows the CDF of the request latencies for all

the 4 tasks. For all the tasks in our benchmark, our Java
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Figure 4: Serverless profile and code sharing modes.

implementation is significantly faster than the correspond-
ing JavaScript implementation. Nonetheless, for all tasks
both runtimes are effective at optimizing each function’s
execution. For instance, we observe that the performance
of the tasks when they are hot is 3.3-72× (Java) and 3.8-
15.2× (JavaScript) faster than when they are warm. For some
task/runtime combinations, such as Hash (Java) and Word-
Count (JavaScript), the function performance has two modes:
before and after JIT compilation. This can be seen by the
single "step" in the CDF. Other task/runtime combinations,
such as WordCount (Java) and Hash (JavaScript), are opti-
mized gradually over time and thus their CDFs show several
"steps".

2.2 The Waste of Runtime Optimizations

High-level code optimization are highly beneficial for long-
running stateful server-based applications. However, unlike
typical server-based applications, serverless functions are
stateless and short-lived. When serverless containers are re-
cycled to give space to the deployment of other functions,
the execution profiles and code generated by runtimes is also
discarded. For instance, Shahrad et al. [32] report that Mi-
crosoft’s Azure Functions [2] recycles serverless containers
every 10-20 minutes. Given that 70% of functions are in-
voked on average less frequently than that, this means that
a staggering two thirds of function invocations are executed
inside a fresh runtime. Even if platforms keep runtimes in
memory between function invocations, at the cost of using
extra memory resources, each individual runtime instance
still has to go through many warm function invocations until
code gets hot. This problem presents a major obstacle for the
adoption of serverless for many workloads.

3 HOT-START FROM THE START!

To overcome this problem,we propose a new runtime-platform
co-design, Ignite, in which serverless platforms are aware of
the code compilation pipeline state, and runtimes are able to
restore the state of the compilation pipeline upon a function
invocation. With this new capability, functions could execute
fully optimized code from the start, therefore replacing most
cold-starts and warm-starts with hot-starts.
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3.1 Holistic Compilation Pipeline

To truly benefit from the progress made locally to profile and
compile code, the state of the compilation pipeline must be
aggregated and shared. On the one hand, profiles need to be
aggregated to increase the amount of information available
to guide code compilation. On the other hand, the compiled
code needs to be shared to stop further execution of unop-
timized code. Figure 4 presents a simple example of how
aggregating profiles and sharing compiled code can improve
the overall performance of serverless platforms. In this ex-
ample, a single function is being utilized and invocations
are handled in three distinct instances of a language run-
time. For simplicity, we consider the entire function code
execution mode as cold (first request, requires the initializa-
tion of the runtime, in blue), warm (non-optimized code, in
orange), and optimized (optimized/compiled code, in red).
Inside each non-optimized execution, a single piece of pro-
file information is being accounted, the number of function
invocations (fi). This profile controls when a function is se-
lected for JIT compilation. For simplicity, we consider the
threshold to be three, i.e., a function is compiled after three
invocations although in real runtimes this value can be up
to thousands. After compilation, functions execute in opti-
mized mode (red), resulting in a 10× speedup compared to
non-optimized mode.

Figure 4 presents the execution of multiple function invo-
cations distributed throughout three runtimes. If no sharing
is enabled (left), each runtime individually tracks the num-
ber of function invocations and compiles the function code.
If code sharing is enabled (middle), runtimes profile code
locally but once a single runtime compiles the function code,
it is shared with other runtimes such that future invocations
can benefit from it. If profile and code sharing are enabled
(right), runtimes aggregate their profile information and each
function invocation is accounted globally. Therefore, once
the total invocation counter surpasses the threshold, a single
JIT compilation request is issued and the compiled code is
shared across all runtimes. In this particular example, for the
same workload, a holistic system that takes advantage of the
runtime-platform co-design can reduce cost by 1.9×.

3.2 Open Challenges and Opportunities

Reality, however, is more complex than the one presented in
the previous example. First, each application method goes
individually through the compilation pipeline. Therefore, a
single serverless function executes a number of methods
which may be at any stage of the compilation pipeline. Sec-
ond, profiles not only include invocation counters, but also
include many other metrics such as conditional branch coun-
ters (used for branch prediction [10]), the currently loaded
types that implement a method (used to de-virtualize method

calls [21]), among others. Finally, the compiled code may tar-
get a number of different architectures and may contain a
number of assumptions which are only valid locally (such as
the availability of particular CPU instruction extensions, or
the fact that parts of the code have not been loaded yet). In
this section, we discuss the main challenges and opportuni-
ties present in this area.

Cross-function Sharing. Sharing profiles and code across
functions of different users can be an issue as it would open
several attack vectors. For example, if an attacker is able
to compromise the runtime’s memory and manipulate the
profiles that are shared. Even worse, an attacker could alter
the code to be shared to bootstrap an attack on runtimes
receiving the shared code. Such potential threats mean that
sharing profiles and code should be limited to functions of
the same user.

Coordination Overhead. A single function invocation
can trigger thousands of different methods which will ex-
ercise the compilation pipeline. Profiles and compiled code
will be produced for each method independently as methods
reach their invocation threshold. Sharing all profiles and
compiled code for each individual function requires high
synchronization overhead but delaying synchronization re-
duces the number of hot-starts. Therefore, a balance between
synchronization overhead and global performance must be
determined.

Multi-stageCompilation. Compilation pipelines inmod-
ern runtimes are organized in stages. Taking HotSpot run-
time as an example (see Figure 2), methods can be in any
of three stages: interpreted mode, native mode, optimized
native mode. Each of these three stages produces different
profiling information which needs to be aggregated with
profiles produced at the same stage.

Aggressive optimizations. In addition to multi-stage
pipelines, compilers are free to apply any aggressive opti-
mization such as loop unrolling, method inlining, among
others, based on profiling information. Therefore, each stage
of the compilation pipeline is also characterized by the ap-
plied set of optimizations.

Dealing with Heterogeneity. A number of compiler op-
timizations can be subject to local factors. For example, opti-
mizations such as vectorization are only applicable if the CPU
supports AVX instructions. Even if the same exact hardware
is used, exercising different code-paths will lead to different
optimization outcomes in techniques such as method inlin-
ing. To successfully aggregate profile and share compiled
code, runtimes need to be able to express in which conditions
profiles and compiled code are generated such that sharing
does not result in incorrect or misguided optimizations.
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Optimizations at Scale. Optimizations are not always
successful and sometimes can even degrade performance
over time [11]. We envision Ignite being able to leverage
the aggregate knowledge of all runtimes running the same
function to learn which versions do, and which do not, im-
prove performance.

4 EVALUATION

We now estimate the total cost and latency reduction that
can be expected with Ignite in a large deployment. To that
end, we developed a serverless platform simulator that simu-
lates the execution of a sequence of invocations of the same
function for two types of serverless platforms: one with a no-
sharing approach, and one with a profile and code sharing
approach (Ignite).

For this simulation we used a set of computationally inten-
sive applications: number hashing (Hash), HTML rendering
(HTML), and counting words in a text corpus (WC). We have
selected these workloads based on previous benchmarks for
serverless platforms [18, 34].
We configured the simulator with function-specific pa-

rameters determined experimentally through benchmarks in
AWS Lambda. The primary parameters include the request
latencies for cold-starts (first invocation, includes loading
and parsing all function’s code), warm-starts (already loaded
runtime and code, running unoptimized code) and hot-starts
(container running optimized code), coupled with the num-
ber of function invocations necessary to transition between
cold to warm and warm to hot. When using Ignite, runtimes
share profiling data to quickly gather enough information to
optimize the code. Such optimized code is then shared with
all other runtimes executing the same function.
Results are presented in Figure 5. In this particular sim-

ulation, a total of 50 independent containers are simulated

and the latencies are estimated based on the measured val-
ues from AWS Lambda. Our experiment demonstrates im-
provements from 1.26× (HTML) up to 5.5× (Hash) for cost
reduction and latency reduction compared to no-sharing (see
Figure 4). Improvements with IGNITE are higher for work-
loads for which the JIT compiler can significantly improve
performance (e.g., 14.9× latency reduction for Hash). Con-
versely, for workloads in which the JIT compiler is not as
beneficial (e.g., 1.37× for HTML), IGNITE provides a lower
cost reduction.
As the number of requests increases, the overall cost re-

duction ratio converges to 1 because with a high number of
requests most function invocations are warm/hot. The simu-
lation considers that the entire platform is running a single
function and therefore, no runtime eviction is necessary. In
reality, evicting a runtime to execute a different function
would further benefit Ignite. Finally, adding more nodes to
the platform will just elongate the curves already presented
in Figure 5.

5 RELATEDWORK

Serverless Optimizations. Recent work, such as snap-
shotting [13, 17], function co-execution [12, 18], fork-based
approaches [7, 29] and warm containers [26], have been
proposed to improve the performance of serverless func-
tions. Similarly, runtime reuse has been proposed in the
context of serverful platforms to mitigate the overheads of
runtime warm-up [24]. All of the proposals for serverless fo-
cus on avoiding function startup overheads, such as creating
a container and loading the runtime/libraries, and ignore the
problem of executing unoptimized code. For instance, snap-
shotting does not guarantee that the function has been fully
optimized at the time of the snapshot. Furthermore, snap-
shotting significantly increases the storage overhead since
every function now requires a full snapshot to be fetched
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before execution. Finally, it also raises security issues as run-
times are restored to the same exact state at every function
execution, possibly allowing attacks exploiting fixed address
layouts. Function co-execution, fork-based, and warm con-
tainer approaches have been shown to be effective at reduc-
ing invocation latency but rely on each runtime to optimize
code individually. By doing so, generation of optimized code
is delayed. Runtimes individually incur the overhead of code
profiling and compilation.

Runtime Optimizations. Ahead-of-time compilation is
a viable approach to execute compiled code from the begin-
ning, sidestepping the (potentially) expensive JIT compila-
tion. However, ahead-of-time compilation prevents dynamic
code optimizations, such as trace-based inlining, that can
generate more optimal code. Profile caching [9] and code
caching [5] have also been previously studied, however, sep-
arately and in not in the context of Serverless. In Ignite,
we aim at combining both techniques and study different
scheduling policies that minimize the overhead of profile
and code sharing. Last, garbage collection (GC) is another
source of runtime overhead that can impact the latency and
throughput of serverless applications. Several approaches
have been proposed to mitigate the impact of garbage col-
lection in distributed systems [25, 28]. We expect garbage
collection to be less of a concern in the context of server-
less computing due to the short-lived nature of serverless
functions.

6 CONCLUSION

We are implementing Ignite as a new serverless platform to
provide hot starts for most function invocations. We aim to
leverage the optimizations of several modern runtimes, such
as Hotspot JVM and Node.js V8, and intend to experiment
with different strategies for sharing profiles and code across
nodes.
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